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Abstract— The aim of project is to provide automation in the 

field of agriculture. In India, being more than 60% of peoples 

are dependent on agriculture business, modern agriculture 

industries find application in the most of the part of the 

country. Now days, mobile phones have almost become an 

integral part of human life serving multiple needs of humans.  

GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) is used to 

inform the user about the exact field condition. The data is 

passed onto the user request in the form of SMS. The GSM 

Module is used as a remote control of dc motors or any dc 

powered device. This module allows to operate the valve by 

a toll free call through the GSM network. Up to 4 mobile 

phone numbers can be registered and these numbers can 

belong to farmers/ technician/ engineers who wants to control 

the valves. By using the registered number the valve can be 

turned ON/OFF. There will be no call charges applied since 

the GSM module will not answer the call but only take the 

necessary action by identifying the registered number. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Irrigation is the method of supplying water to the plant. In 

some past decade there is a rapid growth in this system. The 

user communicates with the centralized unit through SMS 

service. The centralized unit communicates with the system 

through SMS which will be received by the GSM module. A 

GSM-SMS control system for valve control involves a base 

station developed by using a microcontroller, GSM module, 

and actuators. In practical demonstration, the central station 

receives and sends messages through GSM module. 

A. GSM Communication 

GSM stands for global system for mobile communications 

(originally it was  group  special mobile) is a standard 

developed by the European Telecommunications  standards  

Institute(ETSI)  to describe  the protocols  for  second-

generation to the digital  cellular  networks  used by  mobile  

phones. 

 GSM based control system can work from anywhere 

in the world. GSM module is connected to the cell phone 

network and like a cell phone it has its own mobile number. 

GSM module gets activated by calling it on its mobile number 

by an authorized mobile number. As GSM will not answer 

the call there will be no call charge. So, by calling the GSM 

module it will turn ON the valve if it was close and vice-

versa. 

 Till  now the agriculture business are with GSM 

based automatic motor control and  monitoring  system  but  

the  further  path  for water  to flow is not given . The opening  

of  valve  is  still  done by  manually But this can be done  

automatically  by  GSM  network a via  calling by a phone 

which is our aim to do to reduce farmers efforts. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

1) The paper surrounds valves perform the important job in 

the automation purpose. Therefore we can note the 

importance of the valve. Automated irrigation systems 

uses valves to turn motor on and off. Controllers can 

handles these valves and manages all the related issues 

[1] 

2) It mainly focuses on reviews in the field of remote 

monitoring and control, the technology used and their 

potential advantages. The paper proposes an innovative 

GSM/Bluetooth based remote controlled embedded 

system for irrigation and gives the initial idea about 

remote controlling the irrigation system [2, 3]. 

3) Explicate how web based intelligent drip irrigation 

system is solution to water management and precision 

agriculture. In web based system water supply can be 

controlled by using solenoid valve. This project is 

extended from the existing model of GSM based motor 

controlling method. This model is controlled by a 

remotely controlled mobile phone via messaging. 

III. GSM MODULE 

GSM module is a device which assembles a GSM modem 

with standard communication interfaces like rs-232, USB etc, 

so that it can be easily interfaced with a mobile phone or a 

microprocessor/microcontroller based system. The power 

supply circuit is also built in the module which can be then 

activated by using a suitable adaptor. 

 Where GSM modem is a wireless modem type of 

device which is designed for communicating between mobile 

phone and GSM network. 

 
Fig. 1: GSM Module 

IV. SOLENOID VALVE 

A solenoid valve is an electrochemically operated valve. The 

vale is controlled by electric current through a solenoid .Here, 

in this case a two port valve is used in which the flow is 
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switched on or off .It basically works as an actuator for the 

system. A solenoid is elementary device that converts an 

electrical signal into mechanical motion, usually in straight 

line.  Solenoid are used when a large sudden force must be 

applied to perform some task. It is used in many process 

where quick closing/opening is required. 

Dimensions = 11x10.3x5.4cm, Operating voltage=12v 

 
Fig. 2: Solenoid Valve 

V. WORKING 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram of the System 

As soon as the motor gets turn ON, as the farmer is having 

the status of all valves on his phones. With the help of this 

project farmers can ON the valve by a remote location as will. 

As soon as that valve gets turn ON the owner will received 

the message that, that particular valve has been open.IN the 

similar way the other valves can also be open by calling. 

 From the given fig we observe that when the user 

call the GSM modem through a mobile phone it get 

communicate through GSM network with the microcontroller 

.where microcontroller will give AT command to the GSM 

module to get operated or to respond the call. 

 As it gets a call it will reject the call and perform the 

particular activity of closing or opening of valve. And 

accordingly provide the status of all valve of the farm. So that 

they can check for what time that particular valve has been 

open. 

 This project comprises of well/water reservoir from 

where the water is pumped to the local area and the farm. Our 

project consist of two pumps, one is for emergency purpose 

with a separate valves. They are connected in a T- shape 

configuration. 

 Further, two valves are connected V3 & V4 for 

water to the local area and to the farm respectively. If the 

towards the farm is open then the further valve assembly of 

the farm has to be control by the farmer. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Present work is attempts to save the natural resources 

available to human kind. By continuously monitoring the 

status of the soil, we can control the flow of water and so it 

can reduce the wastage. Conservation of water and labor: 

Since the systems are automatic, they do not require 

continuous monitoring by labor. As desired, any valve can be 

controlled along with the pump and increases the efficiency 

of water we use. The design is low power, low cost, small size 

and highly versatile. Thus, this system eliminate over 

irrigation, under irrigation, top soil erosion and reduce the 

wastage of water. 
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